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From: Hill, Marc 
Sent: 03 January 2014 12:23 
To: 'acornhouse Childminding' 
Cc: Burden, Ann 
Subject: RE: Disabled parking space at 12 Wesley Rd 
-----Original Message----- 
From: 
Sent: 30 December 2013 19:21 
To: Hill, Marc 
Subject: Disabled parking space at 12 Wesley Rd
 
For the attention of Marc 
 
As a childminder I find the proposal of this parking permit unacceptable. Firstly it will restrict my clients access to my property 
which will have a huge impact on my business. I also feel that the person does not have a need to require a disabled permit, 
parking is difficult at peak times such as school times drop off & pick up.
I look forward to receiving a response from you
Many thanks 
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APPENDIX 3 - Objections

Objection 1.
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From: Catherine Nuttall [acornhousechildminding@yahoo.co.uk] 
Sent: 16 January 2014 14:44 
To: Hill, Marc 
Subject: Re: Disabled parking space at 12 Wesley Rd 
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Blue 
Dear Marc, 
Thanks for replying to my email, I would still like to object to the proposed parking space.... If 
it goes ahead and has space outside her house and my neighbour at the other side parks 
directly outside there house (no.16) then I am not going to be able to park my own car 
outside my own house which will have an impact on my business and the families who use my 
service. It would be difficult and unsafe to put children in my car whether these be my own 
children or mindee children if I have to park away from my house. 
 
 
Many thanks 
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Objection 1a.
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From: Simon Nuttall [alnpropertymaintenance@hotmail.co.uk] 
Sent: 03 January 2014 21:19 
To: Hill, Marc 
Subject: Parking permit for Wesley road  
 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Blue 
 
Hello I am writing in regards to the parking permit for 12 Wesley 
Road.As a business owner on this street I have deliveries to our 
property from time to time as well as being able to unload my van at 
night. 
I feel that this will have a huge impact on the parking on the street 
it is bad enough with out this being granted.A lot of people on the 
street have two cars which makes it hard as everyone likes at least 
one car in front of there property.If this permit is passed this will 
make this impossible there are a lot of parents on the road an they 
need to be able to park out side there house for safety of the 
children. 
This will cost the tax payer to install which is wrong when there is 
nothing wrong with this person she does not pay tax and will be 
getting this for free which I find sickening. 
There are other people on the street who would benefit more from this 
space. 
Yours sincerely 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
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